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PREFACE

.Section 823 of the Education Amendmentd of 197e(PL 93-380)
requires a thorough study of the manner in which the
relative measure Of poverty for use in the financial
Assistance program, authorized by Title I of the Elementar
and Secondary Education Act of,1965, may be more acCurately
and currently developed..

That financial assistance program is administered by the Commis-
sioner of Education,-through the Office of Education, Department of-
HealthrEducation, and Welfare. An important feature is the use of a
formula,prescribed by-Section 103.of the ElementarS, and,Secondary Edu-
cation Act for the annudl distribution.of Federal funds to school dis-
tricts. A significant factor in the formula is the number of school-age
children 5 to 17 in VOCT families within each school district. The
measure of pover.fy which is used, ang which is the subject of the study
mandated by Section 823, ie the Federal government's official statistical
definition of poverty (also known as the Orshansky, OMB, Census Bureau,_
or Socill Security poverty lines).

. Other work related to poverty measurement has been.called for in
recent legislative actg. In the CoMprehensive Ekloyment and Training
Act, the Secretary of Labor is difected to'develop'and maintain compre-
hensive houtehold budget data at different levels of living, including
a "level of adequacy." Any such review of the level of adequacy must
necessarilrbe closely related to measures of poverty! TAe Housing dnd
CoMmunity Development Act of 19740gives the Secretary of HUD authority
to adjust the poverty mei5ure to reflect 1001 variations in t4e cost
.of living. The Conference Re-Port ,iccompanying it directs the SecretarY
to develop or obtain data with respect,to the "extent of poverty" by
metropolitan areas and to submit such data to the Congress as part of

. a March 31,.1977, report. -

Because of the broad scope of the subject matter, coverage of the
study of the measure of poverty mandated by Section 823 of the Education
Amendmentt of 1974 was extended to include implications of the .sXudy.
findiags for the poverty-related prograMs of all hffected Federal
departments and agencies. The Title I program of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act wag given the most detailed treatment, tO 'meet
the legislatively-mandated.specifications for the study as well as tb
Orve as .a primary example of application of the concepts of poverty ,

' measurement to Federal programs. The findings of the study are publighed
in a report entitled, "The Measure of Poverty." An important)objective
of the study, was full discussion and documentation.of the majoi q.ements
of currently applied and potentiallyusable poverty measures. Material -

,Containing essential supObstingsdocUmentation for the stady was.assembled
as technical papeis. These have been written to stand alone as complete
technical treatments of specific sObjects.

,o
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. The study was perforged bhder the direct guidanceof a Poverty
Studies.TaskoPoece of,the gibbammittee on the Education Of theOis-

,i
advahth4ed.and Minorities, Fede'ral Inter-Agency Committee on Educafion.
,TechniCal papers.were'ptepared af die.request of,.under the directiop
,of-, arid subject tbsreview by thecTask Force members. Some papers;
are primarily'the'work of one or two persons; these are attribute4 to .

their authors; vtithers result frdm.,the collective input of Tisk Force
members or Agisors and no specific'attritoution is given except to I
the Task Fbrcq,-as a whole.
" '' ' \ .

-'. Me following listings show members ofthe Poverty Studies Task.
Force by appropriate Federal departments and agencies, and the titles

\ and authors of the technical' papers. '

. . .

7-This report'contains Techpical PAper,KIII,,Relative Poverty: It .

was prepared by Jack McNeil,, Bureau of the Census.
(

- s

Tb obtain copies of the report, "The Measdre of Poverty," or any of
,the techriical papers, please write-to:

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planving-anq Evaluation.
Depaitment of Health, Education, and Welfare
-200 Independence Avenue, S.W. .

Room 443D - South Portal Building
Washington, D. C. 20201
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INTRODUeliON

For some 4me now, it'ha's been official practice to hastifY persdhs-
as being either in or out of poverty. In the early 1960's# the Council,of

_Economic Advisors. adopted the rule that families with annual incomes below ,
$3,000 and unrelated individuals with annual incomes beloW $1,500 were con-

k) siderea to be in poverty. This definition soon gave way to one.deVeloped by
Mollie Otshansky at the Soial Security AdministratiOn. 1/ The pishansky
definition,'which with some modifications is now the official Federal.defi-
nition, involved three basic elements. First, the amount of Indome required

for food for families of different size.and composition was defined tdrbe

,the cost of an economy food plan developed at the Departmeht of Agriculture.

Second, for families of three or morev the amount of income required for ,

nonfood items was defined to be twice the amount required for food ta hig45
multiplier was used for one and two person families). This fig4re was based

.
on.the 1955 Food Consumption Survey which measured the amount spent on food
durihg a seven day period in the spring-1bl 1955. 'The survey found that, for

families of two or more.persons, the average.annual-rate Of food expenditures

was one-third as great as average 1954 money income after taxes. Finally, the

poverty thresholds'were made to vary by whether or not the family was a farm

family.

The CTstianiky definition has been used to make estimates of the.inci7
derice of povOtty as far back as 1959. The most recent publidhed estimate

is for 1975. The poVerty thresholds are Icept fixed in terma of real dollars
by updating them annuallY,,by chan4es in the contumer price index. Because

real median family income has increased over time, the income of'a family at
the poverty threshold has aropped further and further betiind the-income of a

median income family. In 1964 a four-person family at the poverty threshold
had about 42 percent of the income of a median income family; by 1974: the
proportion had dropped to about one-third.'

Many persons would argue Chat poverty should not be defined in absolute

tetms. Some good eyidence that ttie majority of persons view the concept of
poverty in relative terms in the Gallup Poll cited by Robert Kilpatrick,in

"'The Income Elasticity of the Poverty Line." 2/ Kilpatrick notedthat'the
poll supported the hypothesis that Jgrowth in average inciome increases,the
perceived poverty line, !IAA by less thansihe proportional increase in aver-
age income.

Although the poverty threshOlds have remained,fixed in terms of Teal

IdoIlars, the. official Fedetal definition 1:1.0pot an absolute definition. It

thcan be updated.on e basis of new food p s and/or the u ±Tc. can be
ecalculated. PropoSals to update the official definition,byadopti a neW

.S7dplan or by recalculating the multiplier bring into focus the subjective

ture of.the current.definition. Any definition of what constitutet poverty
st be Subjectgle, of course, but.the.Subjectivity Of the.current defihition
notas apparent as it might be TheloOd prandthem6Z1ves are subjective,

t it is the concept of the multiplier that deserves the'mott attention.' As

noted above, the pultiplier makes the amourit of incomeTequired to buy an ade-_

quote level of ndhfooa items a'function of the percent.of income triat familieSc



on average, spend On food. The rule is convenient and depending upon
the-source of the data, can produce a poveety level that seems reason-,
able; but the rule is also arbitrary. It has been prOposed that the
value be updated by using data from the 1965 Food Consumption Survey.
The proposal raises the issue of data comparability. The 1955 survey
'asked very detailed income questions and tHe 1965 survey had only a
single question which asked respondents to choose an income interval.
This latter method is known to produce an income estimate thatis
biased downward and will, therefore, produce an estimate ot the multi-
plier whAch is biased downward.

At
mat4aal below considers some of the implications of adopting

a relative poverty definition which would fix the poverty threshold at
some proportion of median income. The first person to propose such a
definition in print was apparently Victor Fuchs in his 1965 article
entitled "Tioward a Theory of Poverty." 3/ The major virtues of such 0
definition are tilat it is explicitly reTativelond it is easy,to under-
stand and construct. The Tajor flaw is that, in the absence of a major
shift in the income distribution, the proportion of persons in ppierty
would remain constant over time. 0'.

POVERTY RATES UNDER RELATIVEDEFINITION

In his article,:Fuchs set the pOverty threshold at one-half of
median family,income,a'figure he viewed as arbitrary but reasonable.
Table 1 ahows estimates, based on interpolations of published data,
of the percent of families with incomes of leas than one-half of median
family income from 1947 to 1974. The table also dhows the official esti- ,

mates of the percent of families in poverty from 1959.to-1974.

The table shows no significant trend,in the proportion of families
with iricomes oflesaXhan one-half ofthe'median. Over the nearly thirty
year period, the definition based on median income would be roughly equtva-
lent to one which'defined as poor those families in the lowest 20 percent
of the income distribution.

,

In_the remainder of this paperi the definition sOggested by Pudha has:
been MOdified in .rder to aasign different pOverty thresholds to different
familyltypes (in.luding unrelated individuals). The modification involVed
the foll9wi,. st ps: A

A

efi e-basic family as male,head, four-person non-farm,
family with two related children.

Calculate the poverty threshol for the basic family
equal to one-halUthe median i ome of all basic fami-
lies in the.population.

4 I

Use an. equivalency scale to determine a poverty thresh-
old for other family types. The scale used was the one

1 0
2



. used in the officlal detinitionJOhich identifies 124
family types based on size, number of childKen, farm
or non-facm residence, and age.and sex of the(head.

TABLE 1. Percent of Families mith Income Below One-Half the Median Family
Income and Percent of Families in Poverty under the Official Definition:

1947 To 1974

Year

Percent of film lies
'With inalmes below
One-half the medign.

1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

18.8.
19..1

20.1
19.9
18.9
18.7
19.8%
20.7
19.9

1956 19.4
1957 19.8,

1958 20.0
1959 20.0
1960 20.1
1961 20.3
1962 19.7 s
1963 19.7
1964 20.1
1965 19.8
1966 19.2
1967 18.7
1968 18.3
1969 18.5
1970 19.0
1971 19.3
1972 19.4
1973 19.3
41974 19.4

Percent Of families
-In poverty .

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
18.5
18.1
18.1

17.2
15.9
15.0
13.9
12.7
11.4
10.0
9.7

10.1
10.0
9.3
8.8
9.2

Table 2 shows poverty rates in selected areas,for the years 1967 1972,

and 1974, under seven alternative poverty definitions.

PEELiEli2n

The current_official Federal
definitilan of poverty.

DefiAition 1/.

1. Official

1 1

. 3
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2. 1/2 U.S. median

r.

The modified Euchs definition
described above.

3. 1/3 U.S. meClian Same as 2 except one-third the
median replaces one-half the median.

4. '62 Metro/norunetro median One-half of either metropolitan
U.S. median faMily incane or
nonmetropolitan U.S. median family
incane depending upon whether the
unit family resides in metropolitan
or nonmetropollitan area..

1/3 Metro/nonMetro Median Same as'4 except One-third of
tilt median replaces one-half of
the median.

One-Half of the median income'of
families Cesiding in the same
Federal region.

6. 1/2 Federal region median

7. 1/3 Federal region med,ian Same as 6 except one-third of
the median -replaces one-half of
the ian.

.1 /VOAUnder the official definition, tne of U.S. families' in
poverty declined sharply from 1967 to 19V--:.-'hangeld little from 1972'
to 1974.- Under the definitions based on m-ian income, the U.S. poverty
rate for families was rather stable over the period, but the 1972 rate was
sanewhat higher than the iates for 1967 ind 1974. .

4
The/official 1974 poverty threShold for a basic family was $5000 ih .

1974, only slightly higher than one-third of the Median incane of a basic- .

family.

r

All seven definitions show that the intidence of poverty in metro-
politan .areas has increased 'relative .to the incidence in nonmetiopolitan
areas. Official data for the ten Federal regions are not available for
1967, but from 1972 to 1974 the official data do show that the proportion
of families in poverty increased in the New York region and decreased in
the Atlanta region. The six altrnatitfe mea'stires show a New York region
increase and an Altanta region decrease for the period 1967 to 1974.

,- GEOGRAPHIC AND RESIDENTIAL: CONSIDERATIONS
IN A POVERTY DEFINITION

The first three definitions shown in Table 2 apply one set of pover.ty,
thresholds. to all- U.S. families., They do,not make any distinctions based
on geography. One of the intioresting possibilities of a definition based
on median:income is the opportunity to select a subnational reference popu-
lation. That is, poverty thresholds in a partiCular regidn can be made a
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function .of the median family income inAhat region. Definitions:

5, 6, add 7 show poverty rates based on stibnational medians.

Definitions 4 and'5 have two ss of thresholds; one for families'
residing in metropolitan areas and e other for families residing in

nonmetropblitan areas. Under clef itiJon 5, the 1974 poverty threshold
for a basic family wag $5000 if fe family resided in a metropolitan -

area, and $4200 if the-family resided in a nonmetropolitan area.
Definitions 6 and 7 have ten sets of poverty thresholds, one for
each of the ten Federal regions; (Table 2 shows data for only three,

of the Federal regiOns.) Under definition.7 the 1974 poverty threshold
for.a basic family was $500b if the family lived in the New York Federal
region, and $4333 if the family lived,in the Atlanta Federal regio

The.use of subnational medians reduces the interarea differen s

which exist Under the offici measure or.which would.exist under any
single national s example, under the official definition,
the ratio of the 19 ily poverty rate in metropolitan areas to the

rate in nonmetropo areas was 0.72, but under defintion 4 the
ratio wu1d have n 0.91, and under definition 5 the ratio would_

have øén 0.98., n 1974, the ratio of the New York Federal tegion
fniIy poverty ote to the Atlanta Federal region rate was 0.63 under
the official definition, 0.82 undeE-defintion 6, and 0.79 under defi-
nition 7.

There/fs a widespread concern that a national poverty standard is
inalopropriate because the cost of .living appatently,varies by region
and by degree of urbanization. The adoption of a definition babed on
subnational medians would be a relatively simple.way of introducing
geographic differentials into a poverty standard. The Case fbr a defi--,

nition based on subnational medians would be strengthened if it could,
be'shown that interarea differences in median income were associated
with interarea diffelances in living costst. Unfortunately, the question
of the existence and extent of costof living differentials are extremely
.0(ifficult to establish because of conceptual difficulties and because

,

//of a lack of data.

The conceptual difficulties in examining interarea differences in
living costsare very great. The question t6 be answered is, how much
would it-cost an average family to achieve an identical standard of
living in various cities or areas? What Set of incomes, applicable to
each area in question; would allow the average family to,be indifferent

its choice of a place to live? Of course, the qw.stion ignores'the
fact that no two families:haVe identical tastes'. TRR perceived interarea
cost of living differentials will differ between and among families
according to the characteristics of the families. A second critical
consideration is thellifficulty of measuring the'costs and benefits of
the non-market. factors (climate, density, schoaing, safety, etc.)
which affect welfare.

_?
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TABLE 3. Median Family Income and the BLS Intermediate
Index of COmparative Cbsts: 1969 .

Area

Median.

Family
Income

Urban Mt Statei $10,196
Metropoli 10,516

Nonietropol twt, 8,573

Rural United tea 8,053

':Northeast:
Metropoli -8 .10;943'

Noretropoitan * .9,910

North Cen
Me tan*
NOnmetropolitan*

South:
.Matropolitan*
Nonmetropolitan*'

West:
Metropolitan*
.NOnmetropolitin*

SMSA's
. Boston

Buffalo
.Hartford.
Lancaster
Miele York

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh-
POrtland, Maine
Cedar Rapids.:-...

Champaign-Urbana
ChicagO .

Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dayton
Detroit
Gteen Bay
Indianapolis
Kansas: City
Milwaukee
Minneapolis-St. Paul
St. Louis

' Witchita, Ransam
Atlanta
AUstin
Baltimore
Baton Rouge

, Dallas
Durham
Houston
Manville
Crlando.
Washington, D.C.
Bakersfield
Denver
Los Angeles-Long Beach
San Diego'
.San Francisco-Oakland
Seattle-Everett

,Cost of living
Index' based On Median family .

buOget IncanWadjUsted
Costs For liVing'costs

11,560 '
9,056

10,938
7,498

'!! 11,203

- d,981

.

11,654
10,500
12,461
L9,937

11,005
10,911
9,737
9,532
10,721
10,147
12,103

11,592
11,387
12,264'
10,3.00, ,

1884
10,653
11,532
11,903
10,584
9,.425

10,785
9,293
10,661
9,631
10,462
8,710

10,226
9,218'

8,901
3,004
,933

1 ,896
,091

1 ,150
11 956

11h896

100
.

$10,196
102 - 10,110
90, 9;526.

(*) (NA)

10,132
10,216

102 . 11,333

93 9,738

96
85

11
8
1344

21.

103 , 10,877,

94 ' 9,554

112
'107 ,
fo9:.

97

: 96
101'
101.
102
104.,%:

97 :

104
95
99

103.

100
107
-101
10.0

' .96
91
87

98
92
93
96
91 ...

92
90,
103
96
97
102
99

108,
105

9,813
11,432
10,244' ,r :

9,826

10,143
9,438
10,615
9,948
11,63q
10,626
11,146
11,986'
12,388
00,119
10,567'
10,653
10,778
11,785
10,584
9,818
11,852
10,682
10,879
10,468
11,249
9,073
11,237
10,020
-9,890
12,625
9,305

11,233
10,874
10,253
11,070
11,330

* The metropolktan areas within regions include only that portion of-the
metropolitan area for which BLS budget 8aia are available. The median

income estimates were prepared by the author: The,estimates of median .

income for the nonmetropolitanareaa Were also prepared by the author -%

and are unofficial.. 7 -
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The Buread of Labor Statistics (BLS) has,sought to examine inter-
area differences in the 'cost of living by preparing periodic estimates
of the cost of three budget levels for 39 selected metropolitan areas

'and for-four nonmetropolitan regions., The costs of the budgets are
estimated for several types of families. The three.budget levels are

'described as "lower," "intermediate," and "higher." The estimated
interarea differences are asdociated with the level of the budget; the
differences are smallest forthe "lower", bddget'and greatest for the
"higher" budget. -Area differences can be attributed to_dither price
differences or differences in"the composition of the market basket that
was priceq in each area. Variations in the composition of the market,
'basket are intended to reflect regitnal.differences in tadtes (e.g.,
pork versus beef) and differenCes over which the individual faMily
had little pr no control (e.g. fuel-requirements, cold weather-
clo
pu
shoul
menti

ing). Althodgh the-BLS. budgets were developed for'the specific
se of measuring interarea differences in living costs, the data
be used with caution. 1/ In addition to the conceptual problems
ned above, some of the sample sizes are relatively small.

able 3 shows 1969 cost of living and income data for the areas
for which BLS living-costs data are available.. The BLS data suggest
that size
basis the
South to
is from 8

le cost ofliving'differences do exist. On a regional
st of living index ranges from 85 in the 'norimetropolktan

8 lh the metropolitan Northeast. Among SM5AS,,the range
in Austin to 112 in both Boston and New York:

A second source of data which is of'interest in examining inter-
area cost differences is the 1970 census data on the housing costs of
yenters (no data were collected on the housing costs of homeowners).
The measure of housing costs choden was gross rent per room which is
the contract rent (the monthly rent regardless of any furnishings,
utilities, or services that may be included) plus the cost of utilities
ankfuels nct included in thq, contract rent. The gross rent figures

, do-nattake into account quality differences and must be viewed as
cidde indicators. The universe of, rentert\was restricted to those
with incomes betweep $4000 and $4999 in an effort:to introduce same
control into the interarea comparisoAb.

Table 4 shows very substantial interarea differences in the housing
costs,of,renters. The monthly cost per room ranges'from $15 ip the non-

, metropoljtan South to°$32 in the metroTlitan Northeast,

At the SMSA level at"least, the data in TableS 3.and"4 do not support
- the hypothesisllhat interarea income differences are a good proxy for inter-

area cost of living differences. ,,Table.3 shows a ndMber of instances in
which'a particular SMSA has both a higher median income and a lower cost
of living than another SMSA. &or example, the 1969 Meplian family incane
in the Buffalo.SMSA was $10,500 and the BLS cost of living.index-was 107
while the Atlanta SOX had a median family income o $10,785 and a BLS
cost of living index of 91. On an SMSA basis, the ared correlation,
coefficient was 0.41 between median family income af the BLS cost of

s



'TABLE 4. Median Gross Pent Paid.by Families and Primary Individuals
With Incomes of $4,000 to $4,999: 1969

Median Mean. Mediae gross

Gross Room -Rent

Area Rent Size Mean roca size

United States $.90 4.0 $24

Metropolitan 102. 3.8 27

NOnmetropolitan 79 4.4 418

-

NOrtheast' 99 4.0 25 4

- Met;opolitan 100 3.1.. 32

NonmeropOlitan 11 4.7 19

North Central 99 4.1 24

Metropolitan . 105 3.9 27

Nonmetropolitan 85 4.6 18

South - .84 4.1 20

Metropolitan 94 3.9 ,24

Nonmetropolitan 68 A.4 15

408 3.7' '29

'Metropolitan .
112 . 3.6 31

Nonmetropolitan ,:89 ':. 41 22

. SMSA ' i ..

Boston 119, 3.9 31 "
Buffalo 94 4.6.! 20

-.Hartford ,127 1.9. 33

Lancaster 88 "' 4.6 19

New York 99. 3,5

Philadetphia 96' 4.1 23.

Pittsburgh. 89 4.0 22.

' Portland, Maine' , $2. 3.9 24

e Cedar Rapids I10' '3:7 30.

Champaign-Urbane 119 .
3.9' 31.

Chicago - 116 -,.: .3.8 31

'Cincinnati .89 '.. 3.6 25

Cleveland 105 .4.1 26

Dayton 110 /4.1 27

Detroii ,106( 4.1 26

Green Bay 101 4.1 25-

Ind lis ,102 ° 3.9 26
4

Kansas ity .97 ' 3.9 25. ,..

Milwauke 109 4.0 -27

Minneapolis-St. Paul 120 -" 3.5 : 34

St. Louis 96 3.7 26

Witchita, Kansas, 93 .s:.-
4.1 23

Atlanta 99 4.0 25

Austin 102 . ',... -3.7 28

104 4.3 24..Baltimore
Baton Rouge 87 '4.0 .N. 422

Dallas 104 3.8 27

Durham . 93 4.1 . 23

Houston .96 3.8 .25

Nashville 91 4.0 23

Ctlando 102 / 4.1 25"

Washington, D.C. '120 3.6
11

, 'Bakersfield 83, 4.2

,:'. Denvae
.

1 106 I.: 3.6 29

Lbs-Angeles-Laig'Beach 110 3.4 ,. 32

Sad. Dirgo. . ,. -, 119 ' '1 '3.7 32

San FrlincisCo-Cakland .126 3.4 35

Seaitle-Everet; 117 3.5 33

.14.......

°

18.
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' A
- living index, and 0.45 between median family income and\gtoss rent
-pef room.

The association between median family income and the BLS cost of
living index is much stronger on a mefropolitan/nonmetropolitan basis.
In each of the four census regions,)Doth income and living costs were j,

substantially lower in the nonmetropolitan areas than in the metropolitan
areas. On a region by residence basis Uour regions with twoTesidential
classifications each), the squared correlation coefficient between median
family income and the BLS cost of living index.was 0.37: Even at this
level, however, certain problems are evident. The data show.that the:
metropolitan South had a substantially higher median income and a sli4htly
lower cost of living index than the nonmetropolitan, Northeast.

EVen if it could be demonstrated that a strong relationship existed,
"at a single paint in time, between income level and livid§ costs, lhe
possibility that the rate of growth in real income will vary'by'regiOn or
residence would make the use of subnationalmedians questionable. Table 5
shows the percent,changes in median family income and the'consumer price
index (all items and housing) for Seletted SMSA's over the period 1959-1969.,

TABLE 5.4 Percent Changes in IncOthe and Prices in Selected SMSA's:
1959 to 1969

Percent ctiah,_.m1959 to 1969
Median-faiuily_ Consu r price Cons 'rne

umer price
Index - 'housingIncome Indek all

items

Boston 74.3 29.9 31.1

New York 68.1 29.4., 28.4

Pittsburghi 63.5 24.6 23.6

philadelphia 69.6 27.7 24.4

Chicago 64.8 22.9 19.1
Cincinnati §3.1 23.1 18.5
Cleveland 66:5 25.0 21.2

tetroit 79.7 26.5 = 24.9

Kansas City 68.6 27.7 22.3

Milwaukee 64.$ 23.0 20.6

Minneapolis-St. Paul 74.0 25.5 26.6
St. Louis 68.7 25.2 1

Atlanta 87.3 '25.1

Baltimore 72.0, 25.6 2.0

8ouston 0.3 25.6 4.9

'.8fashington, p.c. 71.6 28.1
25.2

2 .2

'Los Angeles-Long Beach 57.0 29.9

San Francisco-Oakland. 68.6 28.0 .35.8

Seattle-Everett 72.5 25.8 29.4

1 9-
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The figures show that the rate of growth in real'median family
inCome was greatest in the Atlanta SMSA and least in the Los Angeles-Long
Beach SMSA. If a poverty definiton based op SMSA median income hdd been
in use during thedecade, the poverty threshold in the Atlanta SMSA would'
have rikn sharply relative to the threshold in the Los Angeles-Long Beach
SMSA,in spite of the,faet_that priCes iose at about the sad* rate in each
area. .'ain, the data suggest that the use of subnational medians is not
a satisfactory substitute for dbtaining direct measures of interarea cost
of living differences.

CONCLOSION

It has been suggested theta poverty,meaSure be adopted which would'
count-aspoor those faMi ies whose incomes are.belowsome fixed prodortion
Of.median.f ily income. The evidence inothis paper indicates-that such a
poverty me ure woUld,bi the effect.ofidentifying as poor a.nearly fixed,
propOrti. of the populationIn the:absence.of significant Shdfts in'the
incoMe istributioh,'the-propOreion Of the populatiOn_in pdverty would not.
be 1.; -red by a groWth in the rage level of reancoMe.

. . .

One of:the inttiesting fe lire's of aAefinitiOh based on median income
is the'possibility of introducing interarea differentiale through the use
of Subnational mediane. There.is widespread concern that:poverty threshr
olds should be adjusted to account fOr..interarea.differendes in' liVing
Costs4.but it has not been possible to make theSe adjustments because çthe
existirig,Measures or interarea living costs are not considered satisf ptory,
It is argued'that 'sampling errors are'very high for certain areas and,
more importantly, certain important conceptual difficulties have nOt -

been solved:-

.,Even though the applicatiOn of'a single national poVerty standard
causes same inequitieS, the data-in Table-3, suggest that the adoption .of a
poverty:standard based on subnational Medians would create its own in-
equities. If, for example, poverty thresholds depended.upon the median
*incOme level within SMSA's, poverty thresholds would be higher in Dedroit
than in Buffalo even though the BLS data indicate that Dttroit has a.
lower, Cost of living. ."Ihe only realistic way of introducing interarea
differentials pto.a poverty definition is to develop a,survey which will

. produce acCeptabledata. on interarea differenCes in living costa.

4
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